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Abstract
The composite object is a nested object on which the composite relationship is imposed. The
concept of composite object is veny important in n m y applications where the nested object is defined
and manipulated 8s a single entity. However few object oriented systems take into account composite
objects. In this paper. WC propose an approach to modelize and to implement the composite objects. This
appronch estends thesemantics of composite objects and reduces the time consulning when modification
operations are perfoemed on composite object.

Dans les systèmcs de base de données orientées objet, le domaine d'un attribut peut etre une
classe. ce qui c r k un lien de référence entre la classe B laquelle appartient l'attribut et la classe domaine.
Cependant ce lien nc refléte aucune sémantique. Une relation spéciale dite relation de composition peut
etre ajouter au licn de rtférence pour représenter le fait qu'un objet est une partie d'un autre objet dit
objet compositc.
Le concept d'objet composite est trés important pour plusieurs applications ou l'objet complese est dkfini
ct nwlipnlé conime une seule entité. Cependant trés p u de systèmes orientés objet prennent en compte
cete notion.
Dans cet articlc. nous présentons une approche de modélisation et d'implémentation de l'objet
composite. Cette approchc augmentc la sémantique du concept d'objet ccmposite, et permet de réduire le
temps consommé lors d'opération de manipulation des objets composites.

In object-orienied systems, an object can have any number of attributes, and any
of these attributes ~naytake values from other classes (the values of the attributes are
instances of other
classes)
[1][8][14]. This
type
of object is a nested object
[2][3][6][9][11]. Thenesting of objects does not capture anyspecialrelationship
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betweenobjects. Manyapplications[4][10][15],require
the ability to defineand
manipulate a nested objectas a single logical entity.
Also an important relationship may be superimposed on the nested object : the
composite relationship [7][12][13][17]. The composite relationship captures the notion
that an object is a part of anotherobject. A compositeobject is that part of a
conventionalnestedobjectonwhich
the compositerelationshipisimposed.The
compositeobjectreferencesitscomponentsthroughcomposite
a
attribute. This
reference is called composite reference between the object and
its component objects
(also betweenthe class of object and the classof components).
A composite object is defined as a directed acyclic graph where a node can be
either a single component (with no component objects),
or a root of a graph withits own
component objects. A directed edge in the graph represents the composite relationship
between a composite objectand its component. This graph
is called the composite graph.
Thesemantic of acompositereference
is fùrtherrefined by theconcepts
exclusive, shared, dependent, independent[ 131. The composite referencemay be of two
types exclusive or shared. An exclusive composite reference from one object to another
object means that the second object is a part of only the first object. Shared composite
reference fromone object to another object means that the second object
is a part of the
first object and possibly other objects.
A composite reference may be dependent or independent. A dependent composite
reference fi-om one object to another means that the existence
of the secondobject
depends on the existence of the first object, while an independent composite reference
from one objectto another means that the existenceof the second object is independent
of the existence of the first object.
The object oriented mode1 of database management system ORTON [12][13] is
the first database system
which
supports
the composite
relationship
(is-part-of
relationship). ORION modelizesthecompositerelationship
by maintaining in each
componentalist
of reversecompositereferences,thatis,objectidentifier
of its
composites.
A reverse composite reference consists of two flags in addition to the object
identifier of the composite. The first flag indicates whether the object is a dependent
component of the composite, while the second flag indicates whether the object
is an
exclusive componentof the composite. However this approach suffers from a number
of
shortcomings.First,thisrepresentation is redundantsince the type of the composite
relationship between two classes Cl and C2 is represented in every instance ofC2. Then
this type is the same for evexy instance of C2, component of instances belonging to C l .
In this paper, we propose to maintain the type of the composite reference only in the
classes, and not in instances level.
The second shortcomingis the need to keep in each instance,the list of object identifiers
of itscomposites.Thisapproach
istimeconsumingwhen
one typeof attribute is
modified into. anotherone also when schema change operations and instances operations
are executed. To palliate to this second problem, an approach usingthe reverse pointers
in a separatedata structure is also proposed in this paper.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present briefly our objectoriented system which supports the composite relationship, then an example illustrating
the composite reference types is given. The section 3 describes the implementation of
composite objects. The section 4 formalizes the concept of composite reference, and
gives the rules which must be verified by the types of composite reference. In section 5,
wediscusstheimpacts
of compositereference property on the semanticof some
sperations. The section6 concludes thispaper.

The model [5] is based on a set of findamental object-oriented conceptscommon
to most object-oriented programming and knowledge representation (object identifier,
attribute and method, class, inheritance). To take into account the application semantic
the concepts of "facet" and "lntegrity constraint" are added in the model. The facets
El61 are attributes descriptors. Theyare used.to modelize the shdng value, the inference
(which permits to compute atkibute value),thedynamicinheritance,
the constraints
(which can be defined onattributes to restrict their values)and the composite reference.
The class is defined by its name, its super-classes, its attributes, its methods and
its integrity constraints (the integrity constraintis a restriction that need to be verified by
the values ofthe attributes). An attribute is describedby its name and a list offacets. We
distinguish :
- Typefacel's (%one, %list-of,%set) : they specifj if the attribute is single-valued
(atomic), structured (its valueisan object whichbelongs to another ciass called the
attribute domain), or multi-valued (its value is a set ofatomic values or a set of objects),
The struciured and multi-valued attributes create the atiributddomain link (or reference
link).
- Restriction facets (%domain,%interval, %to-verifl, %excePt, %mincard,
%maxcard) : they limit the value of an attribute.
- Vahe faceis (%const,%default,%init-value, %proc-attac) : they give oc
compute the value ofan attribute.
- hheritame facet (%inherited-from) which ailows to solve the name conflicts
arising fiom multiple inheeitance. The user can specify the super-class from which the
attribute is inherited.
- C0mp0site facethy('%composite, % e x , %dep) : the domain of an aitribute of
class C may be a class, and then creates an attributddomain link between class C and
domain class. This link can be composite reference link. Tken the user c m specifl tkis
composite reference by the facet %composite (value = tme). As mentioned earlien; the
composite referencemay be shared or exclusive, independentor dependent. The usercan
specifj the type of composite reference by using'the facets % e x and %dep. The facet
%exc specifies if the composite reference is exclusive or shared while, the facet %dep
specifies if the composite referenceis dependentor independent. The user can modifl the
type of composite reference.A detailed study is givenin section 5.
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III. EXAMPLE OF COMPOSITE REFERENCE TYPES

The followingexample(asshown
in the figure l), illustrates the types of
composite reference. This example describes the database, called the "neighborhoods
management"whichcontainsinformationaboutneighborhoods,theirhouses,
gardens
and schools. For the purpose of simplicity, we supposed that each neighborhood contains
only individual houses, one school, one garden. The individual house is described by its
rooms and its lot. The garden can be shared by the other neighborhoods but the school
belongs to one neighborhood.
The class EDUCATION inventoryal1 schools, universities,institutes,..

NEIGHBOBOOD

I------)L

OmLR

n-schoot
EDUCATION

SCHOOL

nb-students

GARDEN

ROOM

nt-trees

1

Figure 1 : Example of composite reference types

The house belongs to one neighborhood then the composite attribute rt-house is
exclusive dependent. Likewise a room is a part of only one house then the composite
attribute roomhozw is exclusive dependent. The lot
is a part of only one house but it can
beused for anotherhouse when thefirst is destructed,thenthecomposite attribute
lotimuse is exclusive independent.
A garden may be shared by many neighborhoods then the composite attribute 12gurden is shared independent. The school is a part of only one neighborhood but it is
inventoried by the education organization thenthe composite attribute n-school is shared
dependent and the compositeattribute ed-school is shared independent.
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The attribute houseowner inas domain class OWNER but it is not composite. The
owner i s not a component of house.

A class C references another class C', with composite reference,via a composite
attribute A means that the value of the attribute A, of an instance x belonging to C , is the
identifier of an instance y belonging ta C'. So, every composite instanceof C contains an
instance identifier of clas C'. With this representation, we can find, for each composite
instance, the identifiersofitscomponentsdirectly
or indirectlyreferenced from this
instance via composite references.
Given a component,itis
oflen necessary to determine its direct or indirect
composites. Orion [13] proposes to maintain in eachcomponent a list of reverse
compositereferences, that is, objectidentifiersof
its directcomposite objects. The
number of reverse composite references in a component is equJ to the number of its
direct composites.A reverse composite reference consists of two flags in addition to the
object identifierof a composite. One flag @) indicates whetherthe object is a dependent
component of the composite, wkile the other flag (X) indicates whether the object is an
exclusive componentof the composite. This approach is spaceand time consuming, since
it requires to keep in every component the object identifier of the composite and two
flags (D,X).
To prevent this disadvantage,the type of the composite relationship is maintained
in the class rather thanin every component, also the list of reverse composite references
of each componentis not kept in the instance component, but it rnaintained in a separate
data structure. More precisely every component identifier with its composite identifiers
are an instance of apre-defined class INSTANCES.
The pre-defined class INSTANCES contains the identifiers of component
instances with their composite identifiers.It is defined as following :
Defineclass INSTANCES
attributes .
# component : component identifier.
# composite ; list of composite identifiers.
This approach solves both the redundancy (the type of composite reference is
maintained in the class rather in every component)and reduces the time consurning whan
modificationoperationsareexecuted
( instead of checking of and modifgring the
instances of the concerned class only some instances of pre-defined class INSTANCES
are considered).The study of the semantic of these operationsis detailed in section 5.
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An object may have many composite reference to it. These referencesmay be of
different types. However, some rulesmust be respected by these references. Theses rules
are based on the semantic of composite reference types.
As said previously, the type of composite reference is representedin the classes,
rather thanin the objects, then we define the rules onthe classes.
Wefirstformalizethecompositereference
by agraph saidclasscomposite
reference graph. Then we define the rules as conditions on this graph.

a) Class composite reference graph
Definition
A class composite reference graph G = (X, U) consists of a nodes set X and an
edges set U, where the nodes set X is the classes set and the edges set U is defined as
follows :

lJ= { (c, ,C, ),C , E X

, C, E X

/ cl has a composite referenceto c2}

This graph is fùrther valued by the type of composite reference : every edge is
valued by two values V I and v2, vl indicates whether the type of link is exclusive (VI =
1) or shared (vl = O), while the othervalue indicates whetherthe type is dependent (v2=
1) or independent (v2 = O). This valuation is represented by a fbnction V defined as
follows :
Dl = (,1,0},02= {l,O}

U + DI x 0 2

b‘:
(CI,C2)

+V ( C , , C , )

= (lJl,lf2)

In figure 2, theclasscompositereference
neighborhoods management”is presented.

graph associated to the database

NEIGHBORFIOOD

“+DEN

LOT

EDUCATION

SCHOOL

ROOM

Figure 2 : Class composite reference graph
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We denotes

r+(cl, the classes set which have a composite reference'to c
T+(C)

= (CIl(c,,c) E U }

b) Grnph conditions
cot?dition 1

If a class cl has an exclusive composite reference ta c, then cl is the only class which
has composite referenceto c. Formally

condifion 2

A class c has at the most one a dependent composite referenceto it. Formally

Theseconditionson
modification operationsare
sernantics.

the graphare the rules whichmustbesatitisfiedwhen
executed. We discussnowthese
operations and there

Theoperations on compositeobjectscanbeclassified
on three classes : 1)
changes to composite reference type,2) changes to the schema evolution,3) changes to
theinstances. The rules definedpreviouslymustbepresewedbefore
and slCter any
change operations.
In the following, let'ssuppose that a class C has a composite attribute A whose domain is
a class D.

Changes to thecompositereferencetypeincludechanging
the composite
reference to a non composite reference, changing an exclusive composite attribute to a
sharedcompositeattribute
(and viceversa) andchanging a dependentcomposite
attribute to an independent (andvice versa),

This operation is executed without condition. The change
attribute A to a mon composite attribute is implemented by :
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fiom the composite

- changing the type of the attribute in the definitionof class C (deleting the facets
\%exc, \%dep and changingthe value ofthe facet \%composite).
- accessing the instances of the class D in the pre-defined class INSTANCES and
dropping reverse composite reference
to instances of the class C.
1-b) change an exclusive conpsite nttribufeto CI shared composite attsibtrte

Thisoperationisexecutedwithoutcondition.Thechange
modifying the valueof the facet %excin the class definitionof C.

isimplemented by

1-c) change n shcred Composite nftributeta nt1 exclusive composite attribute

The class D mustnotalreadyhaveanexclusivecompositereference
to it
(condition 1). The instances of the class D (in the pre-defined class INSTANCES) which
are referenced through A, must have only one reverse composite reference (othenvise
the operation is rejected). The change is realized by modifying the type in the class C
(changing the valueof the facet %exc).
1-d) change n depeildrnt composilenttribrrtr to CIFI independent composite attribute

This operation is executed without condition.The change is realized by changing
the valueof the facet %depin the class definitionof C.
1-e) change an independent compositeattribufeto n deperldent composite attribute
If the composite reference is exclusive the change is realized without condition,
but .if itis shared, the class D mustnotalreadyhaveadependentreference
to it
(condition 2). The change is implemented by modifying the value of the facet %dep in
the class definitionof C.
2) schema evolution

Only schema change bperations which involve a composite object
are considered.
These operations are: dropping a compositeattribute or dropping a class.

2-a) dsop CI composite ntfribzrteA

hl

the clnss C

If A is a dependent composite attribute,al1 instances that are referenced through
A are deleted in the class D (deleting instances may imply deleting instances of another
classes, see operation 3-b) andin the pre-defined classINSTANCES.
If the attribute A is independent, only reverse composite reference of instances
belonging to class D to instance of class C are dropped, in the pre-definedclass
INSTANCES.
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The instances belongingto the class C are deleted. If the class C has one or more
dependentcompositeattributes,then
al1 instances that are referencedthroughthe
dependentcompositeattribute by theinstances of class C aeedeleted(delelionis
recursively repeated).
If the class C was the domainof an attribute Al of annother class C l , Al is
assigned a new domain which isthe first super-classof C.
Al1 subciasses of class C become immediate subclassesoftha super-classes of C.

We discuss only about operations which have impact
on the composite objectsas,
creating, deleting a composite instance,making an instance a part of composite objector
deleting the composite reference betweentwo instances.

i) For each none composite attribute whose domainis a classthenput
the
identifier of the referenced instance intox.
ii) For eachcompositeattribute, if thereferencedinstance y exists and the
composite reference is exclusive, then y must not already have any composite reference
to it ( otherwise the operationis rejected).
If the referenced instance y does not exist then creates the instance y and its associate
instance in the pre-defined classINSTANCES.
Put the identifier of referenced instance y into instance x, and insert the identifier of x
into the list of reverse composite reference
of y (in the class INSTANCES).

i) If the instance x has a dependent composite reference to it then reject this
operation else deletethe identifier of x from the composite instance.
ii) Delete x from the class C and from the pre-defined classINSTANCES.
iii) For each compositeattribute A that references a classD,
if the composite referenceis dependent, then deletethe referenced instances( deletion is
recursivelyrepeated)elsedelete
the identifierxfrom the list of reversecomposite
references of y (into the class INSTANCES).

i) Deletethe identifier y from the instancex.
ii) Delete the identifier x from the list of reverse composite references
of y.
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i) If the compositereference is exclusive,then y mustnotalreadyhave
any
composite referenceto it (otherwise rejectthe operation).
ii) Put the identifier of y into x, and insertthe identifier of x into the listof reverse
composites of y.

W . CONCLUSION
The notion of compositeobjectisveryimportantin
the new applications as
computer-aided design, office automation, speech processing
and so on, wherethe object
must be treated as a whole. Also, to take into account the semantic of these applications,
the notion of the composite reference is refined by the concepts of shared, exclusive,
dependent and independent.
In this paper, we have presented an approach
to modelizeandimplement the
composite object in Our object oriented database. The proposed approach permits
to
reduce the time consuming when modification
operations are executed.
The semantics of these operations havebeen presented, showingthe efficiency of
Our approach.
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